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DESY-06-088Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with ExtremelyHigh-Energy Cosmi NeutrinosAndreas Ringwald and Lily ShremppDeutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, 22607 Hamburg, GermanyE-mail: andreas.ringwald�desy.de, lily.shrempp�desy.deAbstrat.Reently, a new non-Standard Model neutrino interation mediated by a light salar�eld was proposed, whih renders the big-bang reli neutrinos of the osmi neutrinobakground a natural dark energy andidate, the so-alled Neutrino Dark Energy.As a further onsequene of this interation, the neutrino masses beome funtionsof the neutrino energy densities and are thus promoted to dynamial, time/redshiftdependent quantities. Suh a possible neutrino mass variation introdues a redshiftdependene into the resonane energies assoiated with the annihilation of extremelyhigh-energy osmi neutrinos on reli anti-neutrinos and vie versa into Z-bosons. Ingeneral, this annihilation proess is expeted to lead to sizeable absorption dips inthe spetra to be observed on earth by neutrino observatories operating in the relevantenergy region above 1013 GeV. In our analysis, we ontrast the harateristi absorptionfeatures produed by onstant and varying neutrino masses, inluding all thermalbakground e�ets aused by the reli neutrino motion. We �rstly onsider neutrinosfrom astrophysial soures and seondly neutrinos originating from the deompositionof topologial defets using the appropriate fragmentation funtions. On the one hand,independent of the nature of neutrino masses, our results illustrate the disoverypotential for the osmi neutrino bakground by means of reli neutrino absorptionspetrosopy. On the other hand, they allow to estimate the prospets for testing itspossible interpretation as soure of Neutrino Dark Energy within the next deade bythe neutrino observatories ANITA and LOFAR.



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 21. IntrodutionAording to Big Bang Cosmology, in an expanding universe the freeze-out of apartile speies ours, when its interation strength is too small to keep it in thermalequilibrium. Neutrinos, being the partiles with the weakest known interations,therefore are assumed to have already deoupled when the universe was just � 1 sold, thereby guaranteeing a substantial reli neutrino abundane today with averagenumber density n�0;i = n��0;i = 56 m�3 per neutrino speies i = 1; 2; 3. Yet, in turn,the weakness of the neutrino interations so far has spoilt all attempts to probe this1:95 K osmi neutrino bakground (C�B), whih is the analog of the 2:73 K osmimirowave bakground (CMB) of photons, in a laboratory setting [1{4℄. However, otherosmologial measurements, suh as the light element abundane, large sale struture(LSS) and the CMB anisotropies are sensitive to the presene of the C�B and thereforehave provided us at least with indiret evidene for its existene (see e.g. Ref. [5℄ for areview).Independently, Type Ia Supernova (SNIa) results (e.g. [6℄), supported by CMB [7℄and LSS data (e.g. Refs. [8, 9℄), strongly suggest the existene of an exoti, smoothenergy omponent with negative pressure, known as dark energy, whih drives theapparent aelerated expansion of our universe. Reently, Fardon, Nelson andWeiner [10℄ have shown that the reli neutrinos, whih onstitute the C�B, are promotedto a natural dark energy andidate if they interat through a new non-Standard-Modelsalar fore { an idea whih has great appeal. Neutrinos are the only Standard Model(SM) fermions without right-handed partners. Provided lepton number is violated,the ative (left-handed) neutrinos are generally assumed to mix with a dark right-handed neutrino via the well-known seesaw mehanism [11{14℄, thus opening a windowto the dark setor. Therefore, it would not seem to be surprising if neutrinos, whoseinterations and properties we know omparably little about, were sensitive to furtherfores mediated by dark partiles. Moreover, the sale relevant for neutrino mass squareddi�erenes as determined from neutrino osillation experiments, Æm�2 � (10�2 eV)2, isof the order of the tiny sale assoiated with the dark energy, (2� 10�3 eV)4.As a onsequene of the new interation in suh a senario, an intriate interplaylinks the dynamis of the reli neutrinos and the mediator of the dark fore, a light salar�eld alled the aeleron. On the one hand, the neutrino masses m�i are generatedby the vauum expetation value A of the aeleron, m�i(A). Correspondingly, theA dependene of the masses m�i(A) is transmitted to the neutrino energy densities��i(m�i(A)) sine these are funtions of m�i(A). On the other hand, as a diretonsequene, the neutrino energy densities ��i(m�i ;A) an stabilize the aeleron byontributing to its e�etive potential Ve�(A; ��i), whih represents the total energydensity of the oupled system. Moreover, osmi expansion manifests itself in thedilution of the neutrino energy densities ��i(z) � (1 + z)3. Therefore, it ruiallya�ets the e�etive aeleron potential Ve�(A; ��i(m�i; z)) by introduing a dependeneon osmi time, here parameterized in terms of the osmi redshift z. For a homogeneous



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 3on�guration, the equilibrium value of the aeleron instantaneously minimizes itse�etive potential Ve�(A; ��i(m�i; z)) and therefore also A(z) varies on osmologial timesales. Finally, in turn, sine the neutrino masses m�i(A) are sensitive to hanges in A,they are promoted to dynamial quantities depending on z, m�i(z), that is dependingon osmi time. To summarize, the variation of the neutrino masses represents a learsignature of the so-alled Neutrino Dark Energy senario.In a subsequent work Fardon, Nelson and Weiner [15℄ presented a supersymmetriMass Varying Neutrino (MaVaN) model in whih the origin of dark energy wasattributed to the lightest neutrino �1 and the size of the dark energy ould be expressedin terms of neutrino mass parameters. By naturalness arguments the authors onludedthat the lightest neutrino still has to be relativisti today, thereby preventing potentialinstabilities [16{18℄ whih ould our in highly non-relativisti theories of NeutrinoDark Energy.The rih phenomenology of the MaVaN senario has been explored bymany authors.The osmologial e�ets of varying neutrino masses have been studied in Refs. [19, 20℄and were elaborated in the ontext of gamma ray bursts [21℄. Apart from the timevariation, the onjetured new salar fores between neutrinos as well as the additionalpossibility of small aeleron ouplings to matter lead to an environment dependene ofthe neutrino masses governed by the loal neutrino and matter density [10,22,23℄. Theonsequenes for neutrino osillations in general were exploited in Refs. [22, 24℄ and inpartiular in the sun [25{27℄, in reator experiments [26, 28℄ as well as in long-baselineexperiments [29℄.In light of the possible realization of Neutrino Dark Energy in nature, a (more)diret detetion of the C�B should be thoroughly explored with speial attention turnedto possible new physis beyond the SM. By this means, a time evolution of neutrinomasses ould be revealed whih would serve as a test of Neutrino Dark Energy. Inaddition, the general importane of a (more) diret evidene for the existene of theC�B lies in a on�rmation of standard osmology bak to the freeze-out of the weakinterations and therefore thirteen orders of magnitudes before the time when photonswhere imprinted on the last sattering surfae.An appealing opportunity to ath a glimpse of the C�B as it is today emergesfrom the possible existene of extremely high-energy osmi neutrinos (EHEC�'s). SuhEHEC�'s an annihilate with reli anti-neutrinos (and vie versa) into Z bosons, if theirenergies oinide with the respetive resonane energies Eres0;i of the orresponding proess��� ! Z [30{37℄. These energies,Eres0;i = M2Z2m�0;i = 4:2� 1012 � eVm�i�GeV (1)in the rest system of the reli neutrinos, are entirely determined by the Z boson massMZ as well as the respetive neutrino massesm�i. An exeptional loss of transpareny ofthe C�B for osmi neutrinos results from the fat that the orresponding annihilationross-setion on resonane is enhaned by several orders of magnitude with respet tonon-resonant sattering. As a onsequene, the di�use EHEC� ux arriving at earth is



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 4expeted to exhibit absorption dips whose loations in the spetrum are determined bythe respetive resonane energies of the annihilation proesses. Provided that the dipsan be resolved on earth, they ould produe the most diret evidene for the existeneof the C�B so far. Furthermore, as indiated by the resonane energies in Eq. (1),the absorption features depend on the magnitude of the neutrino masses and ouldtherefore reet their possible variation with time. Moreover, they are sensitive to theavor omposition of the neutrino mass eigenstates as well as to various osmologialparameters. Aordingly, the possibility opens up to perform reli neutrino absorptionspetrosopy as an independent means to probe neutrino physis and osmology.The existene of EHEC�'s is theoretially well motivated and is substantiated bynumerous works on possible EHEC� soures of astrophysial nature (bottom-up) (seee.g. [38℄ for a review) or so-alled top-down soures (see e.g. Ref. [39℄ for a review). In thelatter ase, EHEC�'s with energies well above 1011 GeV are assumed to be produed inthe deomposition of topologial defets (TD's) whih originate from symmetry breakingphase transitions in the very early universe.Depending on the underlying EHEC� soures the EHEC� uxes ould be loseto the urrent observational bounds set by existing EHEC� observatories suh asAMANDA [40℄ (see also Ref. [41℄), ANITA-lite [42℄, BAIKAL [55℄, FORTE [43℄,GLUE [44℄ and RICE [45℄ whih over an energy range of 107 GeV < E0 < 1017 GeV(f. Fig. 1). Promisingly, the sensitivity in this energy range will be improved byorders of magnitude (f. Fig. 1) by larger EHEC� detetors suh as ANITA, EUSO [46℄,IeCube [47℄, LOFAR [48℄, OWL [49℄, SalSA [51℄ and WRST [48℄ whih are plannedto start operating within the next deade (f. Fig. 1). Aordingly, the prospets ofon�rming the existene of the C�B by traking its interation with EHEC�'s havesubstantially improved sine the original proposal in 1982 [30℄. Moreover, in the likelyase of appreiable event samples the valuable information enoded in the absorptionfeatures of the EHEC� spetra ould be revealed within the next deade (f. Fig. 1),rendering the theoretial exploration of reli neutrino absorption spetrosopy a timelyenterprise.Note that the senario introdued above has also attrated attention for anotherreason than the possible detetion of the C�B{ namely for the ontroversial possibilityof solving the so-alled GZK-puzzle to be disussed briey in the following. Beyondthe Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) energy, EGZK = 4 � 1010 GeV, ultra-high energynuleons rapidly lose energy due to the e�etive interation with CMB photons(predominantly through resonant photo-pion prodution) [56, 57℄. In the so-alled Z-burst senario, the observed mysterious osmi rays above EGZK were assoiated withthe seondary osmi ray partiles produed in the deays of Z bosons. The latter wereassumed to originate from the neutrino annihilation proess outlined above [58{63℄.However, reently, ANITA-lite [42℄ appears to have entirely exluded the Z-burstexplanation for the GZK-puzzle at a level required to aount for the observed uxes ofthe highest energy osmi rays. We would like to stress, that this only means that theGZK-puzzle stays unsolved (if there is any) . Moreover, this neither restrits the possible
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Figure 1. Current status and next deade prospets for EHEC� physis, expressedin terms of di�use neutrino uxes per avor, F = F�� + F��� , � = e; �; � . Theupper limits from AMANDA [40℄, see also Ref. [41℄, ANITA-lite [42℄, FORTE [43℄,GLUE [44℄, and RICE [45℄ are plotted. Also shown are projeted sensitivities ofANITA [42℄, EUSO [46℄, IeCube [47℄, LOFAR [48℄, OWL [49℄, the Pierre AugerObservatory in �e, �� modes and in �� mode (bottom swath) [50℄, SalSA [51℄, andWSRT [48℄, orresponding to one event per energy deade and indiated duration.Also shown are preditions from astrophysial Cosmi Ray (CR) soures [52℄, frominelasti interations of CR's with the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) photons(osmogeni neutrinos) [52,53℄, and from topologial defets [54℄.suess of produing evidene for the C�B by means of deteting absorption dips in theEHEC� spetra nor does it spoil the possibility of gaining valuable information fromperforming reli neutrino absorption spetrosopy.The goal of this paper is to arefully work out the harateristi di�erenes inthe EHEC� absorption features whih result from treating the neutrino masses as timevarying dynamial quantities in omparison to onstants. In our analysis, we inorporatethe full thermal bakground e�ets on the absorption proess whose impat grows forsmaller neutrino masses [36, 37℄. This means, that in general reli neutrinos annotbe assumed to be at rest. Instead, they have to be treated as moving targets with amomentum distribution, if their mean momenta turn out to be of the order of the relineutrino masses.We illustrate our results for the di�use neutrino uxes to be observed at earth�rstly by onsidering astrophysial EHEC� soures. Seondly, we alulate theneutrino spetrum (both for varying and onstant neutrino masses) expeted from the



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 6deomposition of a topologial defet using the appropriate fragmentation funtionsand inluding the full thermal bakground e�ets. By this means, for a given EHEC�injetion spetrum, we present all tehnial tools to interpret EHEC� absorption dipsas soon as they are observed at earth. Thereby the possibility opens up to test the C�Band its interpretation as soure of Neutrino Dark Energy.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 1 we disuss the MaVaN senario andfous on a determination of the time dependene of the neutrino masses. Se. 2 reviewsthe treatment of the absorption of an EHEC� by the C�B in terms of the damping fatoromprising the thermal bakground e�ets. Furthermore, in order to make ontat totreatments in the literature [30, 31, 33, 35{37℄, we inlude in the disussion ommonapproximations [33,35,36℄ whih neglet part or all of the dependene of the damping onthe reli neutrino momenta. Moreover, we extend the omplete analysis to inorporate apossible variation of the neutrino masses with time. In Se. 3 we present and ompare ourresults for the survival probabilities of EHEC�'s with varying and onstant masses whihenode the physial information on all possible annihilation proesses on their way fromtheir soure to us, again taking into aount the thermal motion of the reli neutrinos.In order to gain more physial insight, in addition, we disentangle the harateristifeatures of the absorption dips aused by the mass variation by swithing o� all thermalbakground e�ets. Se. 4 illustrates the disovery potential of neutrino observatoriesfor the C�B and gives an outlook for the testability of the MaVaN senario. Therefore,both for astrophysial soures and for a topologial defet senario, we alulate theexpeted observable EHEC� ux arriving at earth whih results from folding the survivalprobabilities with the orresponding EHEC� soure emissivity distribution. In the latterase, we perform the full state-of-the-art alulation with the help of fragmentationfuntions and by the inlusion of all thermal bakground e�ets. In Se. 5 we summarizeour results and onlude.2. Mass Varying Neutrinos (MaVaNs)In Ref. [10℄ a new non-Standard Model interation between neutrinos and a light `dark'salar �eld, the so-alled aeleron, was introdued. In essene, it serves as possibleorigin of the apparent aelerated expansion of the universe and promotes the C�Bto a natural dark energy andidate. Furthermore, as a very interesting and intriguingseondary e�et, it auses a time evolution of neutrino masses.A follow up publiation [15℄ takes are of a possible stability problem of themodel [16{18℄ and furnishes a viable model of the whole senario.Largely following Refs. [10,15℄, in this setion we disuss the details of the omplexinterplay between the aeleron and the neutrinos that arises from a Yukawa ouplingbetween them. Thereby, we will mainly fous on the determination of the resulting timevariation of neutrino masses to be implemented later on in our analysis on reli neutrinoabsorption. For the latter it will turn out that the results are largely independent ofthe details of the model, sine only a few generi features of the setting enter the



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 7investigation.The new aeleron-neutrino interation has a twofold e�et. On the one hand, as adiret onsequene, the neutrino massesm�i are generated from the vauum expetationvalue (VEV) A of the aeleron and beome funtions of A, m�i(A), i = 1; 2; 3. Onthe other hand, the dependene of m�i on A turns the neutrino energy densities ��iinto impliit funtions of A, sine the energy densities ��i (m�i(A)) depend on themasses m�i(A), i = 1; 2; 3. In this way, the energy density ontained in a homogeneousbakground of neutrinos an stabilize the aeleron by ontributing to its e�etivepotential Ve�(A). In other words, the dependene of the free energy on the value ofA gets a ontribution from the rest energy in neutrinos in addition to the pure salarpotential V0(A). The total energy density of the system parameterized by the e�etiveaeleron potential Ve�(A) takes the following form,Ve�(A) = 3Xi=1 ��i(m�i(A); z) + V0(A): (2)This is to be ontrasted with the situation in empty spae: if V0(A) is a `run-awaypotential', the aeleron does not possess a stable vauum state but rolls to its state oflowest energy given by the minimum of its pure potential V0(A).Taking now the expansion of the universe into aount, the dilution of the neutrinoenergy densities ��i(z) � (1 + z)3 introdues a time dependene (here parameterized interms of the osmi redshift z) into the e�etive aeleron potential Ve�. Consequently,in the adiabati limit z, the equilibrium value A of the aeleron has to vary with timein order to instantaneously minimize its e�etive potential Ve�(A)x. Finally, as theneutrino masses m�i(A) are diretly a�eted by hanges in the A ondensate, they arepromoted to dynamial quantities m�i(z) depending on osmi time.Note that Eq. (2) takes the neutrino energy density ��i to be spatially onstant.To justify this assumption, the A ondensate is not allowed to vary signi�antly ondistanes of the order of the inter-neutrino spaing r of the reli neutrinos, with urrently1=r ' 3361=3m�1, where we have assumed a neutrino and anti-neutrino number densityof n�0;i = n��0;i ' 56 m�3 per speies i = 1; 2; 3. Consequently, remembering that therange of the fore mediated by a salar �eld is equal to its inverse mass, one arrives atan upper bound on the A mass mA given by mA < 1=r � O(10�4 eV) at the presenttime.Let us now determine the time evolution of the physial neutrino masses m�i(z).Sine the neutrino masses arise from the instantaneous equilibrium value A, we haveto analyze the minimum of the total energy density Ve�(A). Assuming �m�i (A)�A to bez Under the assumption that the urvature sale of the potential is muh larger than the expansionrate, �2Ve� (A)=�A2 = m2A � H2, the adiabati solution to the equations of motion applies. In thisase for jAj < MPl ' 3� 1018 GeV the e�ets of the kineti energy terms an be safely ignored [10℄.x Sine therefore in the presene of the reli neutrinos the aeleron possesses a stable (time dependent)vauum state, in the literature both the aeleron and its VEV are referred to as A.



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 8non-vanishing, one arrives at,�Ve�(A)�A = 3Xi=1 ���i(m�i ; z)�m�i �����m�i=m�i (A) �m�i(A)�A + �V0(A)�A = 0; (3)where [64℄ ��i(m�i; z) = T 4�0�2 (1 + z)4 1Z0 dy y2py2 + x2iey + 1 and (4)xi = m�iT�0 (1 + z) ; (5)with T�0 = 1:69 � 10�4 eV denoting the neutrino temperature today. Note that theondition for the minimal energy density leads to a dependene of the neutrino masseson the neutrino energy densities whih evolve with z on osmologial time sales.The smallness of the ative neutrino masses m�i an be explained by letting themonly indiretly feel the aeleron via the seesaw mehanism [11{14℄. Therefore, followingRefs. [10,15℄, we introdue three `right-handed' or `sterile' neutrinos Ni with no StandardModel harges, whose massesMNi are onstruted to vary withA due to a diret Yukawainteration. In the seesaw mehanism the ative neutrino masses m�i are funtions ofthe sterile neutrino masses MNi(A). Consequently, the A dependene of the MNi(A) istransmitted to the ative neutrino massesm�i(A) and auses them to hange aordingly.Let us onsider the interation [10,15℄:L � mDijNi�lj + �ijNiNjA+ h::+ V0(A): (6)where i; j = 1; 2; 3 are the family-number indies and �li orrespond to the left-handedative neutrinos. Furthermore, �A orresponds to the A dependent mass matrix ofthe sterile neutrinos and mD is the Dira type matrix (originating from eletroweaksymmetry breaking). Assuming the eigenvalues of �A to be muh larger than theeigenvalues of mD one an integrate out the sterile neutrinos Ni, arriving at the followinge�etive low energy Lagrangian [10,15℄,L �Mij(A) �li�lj + h::+ V0(A); where (7)Mij(A) = (mTD��1mD)ijA (8)represents the mass matrix of the ative neutrinos.In order to solve Eq. (3) for m�i(z) and to do MaVaN phenomenology thefundamental salar potential V0(A) has to be spei�ed in an appropriate way. Namely,the oupled neutrino aeleron uid has to at as a form of dark energy whih is stableagainst growth of inhomogeneities [16℄ and, as suggested by observations, must redshiftwith an equation of state ! � �1 today.An appealing possibility arises in the framework of so-alled hybrid models [65℄.Those models were introdued to explain aelerated expansion in the ontext ofination. In essene, two light salar �elds interat in suh a way that one of them



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 9stabilizes the other one in a metastable minimum. The energy density stored in thepotential assoiated with the false minimum an drive aelerated expansion.It turns out, that a straightforward supersymmetrization [15℄ of the MaVaN modelnaturally sets the stage to apply the idea of the aeleration mehanism to dark energy.Identifying the aeleron with the former of the two light salar �elds, the hybrid modelprovides a mirosopi origin for a quadrati aeleron potential V0(A) � A2. Therole of the residual light salar �eld oupled to the aeleron is attributed to the salarpartner N of a sterile neutrino naturally present in a supersymmetri theory. Theaeleron is stabilized by the presene of the fermioni neutrino bakground whihdrives its VEV to larger values. Aordingly, aeleration lasts as long as the VEVof the aeleron is suÆiently high to keep the sterile sneutrino N in a false metastableminimum. So long as the energy density stored in the A ondensate is suÆientlysmall, the ombined salar potential V (N ;A) will appear as dark energy redshiftingwith an equation of state ! � �1 [15℄. Consequently, the neutrino dark energy density
X � onst: osmologially behaves very muh like a osmologial onstant.Aording to Ref. [15℄ naturalness arguments requireN � N1, assigning the lighteststerile sneutrino N1 to be responsible for dark energy. Furthermore, one an onludethat N1 has to be at least moderately relativisti today (m�0;1 <� T�0). Aordingly,in this supersymmetri MaVaN model probable instabilities [16{18℄ of highly non-relativisti MaVaN theories do not our.In the past, the heavier two sterile sneutrinos N2;N3 of the theory were stabilizedby the aeleron like the lightest N1. However, by today they are assumed to havereahed their state of lowest energy having aquired vauum expetation values.kThe relevant ontribution [15℄ to the superpotential is given in terms of ouplingsof the super�eld ontaining the aeleron A to two super�elds with generation indies iand j, with i; j = 1; 2; 3, whih omprise the sterile neutrinos Ni,Nj and their respetivesalar partners Ni and Nj. The oupling onstant matrix has elements �ij. Thissuper�eld interation provides the neessary ouplings mentioned above, namely of thesalar aeleron to the sterile sneutrino �elds as well as the salar aeleron Yukawaoupling to the sterile neutrinos in terms of �ij . In Ref. [15℄ the one loop radiativeorretions were estimated and taken to give a lower bound on the natural size for themagnitudes of the soft susy breaking masses squared of the A and the Ni.Given the exploratory nature of this investigation and following largely Ref. [15℄it is reasonable to exploit the rough proportionality Æm2Ni � �m2Di to get an estimateof the A mass squared m2A; here Æm2Ni represent the one loop radiative orretions tothe mass of a sterile sneutrino Ni and mDi label the respetive eigenvalues of the Diratype matrix mD. For simpliity, we assume no o�-diagonal elements for the ouplingonstant matrix � and denote the diagonal matrix elements by �i. Finally, one arrivesk We refer to the mehanism proposed in [15℄ to evade large N2;3 VEV ontributions to the A massoniting with the upper mass bound set by the urrent inter-neutrino spaing O(10�4) eV.



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 10at an estimate for the aeleron mass squared m2A [15℄,m2A � 3Xi=1 �2im2Di; (9)suh that the quadrati aeleron potential an be expressed in terms of neutrino massparameters aording toV0(A) � m2AA2 = 3Xi=1 �2im2DiA2: (10)Now we are in a position to determine the respetive mass-redshift relations m�i(z)of the ative MaVaNs whose mass squared di�erenes today have to be ompatible withosillation experiments. Taking the aeleron Yukawa matrix � as well as the Diratype mass matrix mD in Eq. (8) to be diagonal, one arrives at the approximate seesawformula for the physial neutrino masses:m�i(A) = m2Di�iA ; where i = 1; 2; 3: (11)Aordingly, the instantaneous minimum of Ve� in Eq. (3) is determined by�Ve�(A)�A = 3Xi=1 ���i(m�i ; z)�m�i �����m�i=m2Di�iA ��m2Di�iA2 �+ 2 3Xi=1 �2im2DiA = 0: (12)Sine this equation has to hold for all z, the aeleron VEV beomes a funtion of z.As a diret onsequene, it generates redshift dependent neutrino masses m�i(z),m�i(z) = m2Di�iA(z) with m�i(0) = m�i0 = m2Di�iA(0) ; (13)whih impliesm�i(z) = m�0;iA(0)A(z) : (14)Note that in general a MaVaN mass with subsript 0 has to be identi�ed with the presentday neutrino mass. Consequently, the m�0;i have to be onsistent with the mass squareddi�erenes measured in neutrino osillation experiments.Aordingly, inserting Eq. (14) and Eq. (10) into Eq. (3) yields,3Xi=1 m�0;i ���i(m�i; z)�m�i �����m�i=m�0;i A(0)A(z) ��A(z)A(0)�3 2 3Xi=1 m6Dim2�0;i = 0: (15)Evaluating Eq. (15) at z = 0,2 3Xi=1 m6Dim2�0;i = 3Xi=1 m�0;i ���i(m�0; i)�m�i �����m�i=m�0;i ; (16)allows to eliminate 2 3Pi=1 m6Dim2�0;i from Eq. (15) leading to3Xi=1 m�0;i ����i(m�i; z)�m�i �����m�i=m�0;i A(0)A(z) � �A(z)A(0)�3 ���i(m�i; 0)�m�i �����m�i=m�0;i � = 0: (17)



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 11Finally, the solution for �A(z)A(0)�3, whih an only be determined numerially, �xes theneutrino mass evolution aording to Eq. (14) in terms of the present day neutrinomasses m�0;i .However, the mass behavior in the low as well as in the high redshift regime an beapproximated analytially by using the respetive limits for ���i�m�i . As mentioned before,in the supersymmetri MaVaN model [15℄ the lightest neutrino is at least moderatelyrelativisti today suh that its mass has to be very small, m�0;1 <� T�0 = 1:69� 10�4 eV.Furthermore, it an be dedued from the mass squared di�erenes measured at neutrinoosillation experiments (see [66℄ for a reent review) that the heavier two neutrinos arenon-relativisti today (m�0;i � T�0 for i = 2; 3).Aordingly, in the low redshift regime it is a good approximation to neglet theontribution of the lightest neutrino speies to Ve� and solely employ the non-relativistilimit of ���i�m�i with i = 2; 3 and xi = m�iT�0 (1+z) � 1,���i(m�i; z)�m�i � T 3�0�2 (1 + z)3 1Z0 y2ey + 1dy: (18)Aordingly, in the low redshift regime Eq. (17) is solved byAlow(z) = A(0) (1 + z) (19)! m�i;low (z) = m�0;i(1 + z)�1; i=1,2,3; (20)where Eq. (14) was used.One in the past all neutrinos were relativisti. In this regime, xi � 1, ���i�m�i an beapproximated by,���i(m�i; z)�m�i � T 2�0�2 (1 + z)2m�i 1Z0 yey + 1dy: (21)By taking the appropriate approximations Eq. (18) and Eq. (21) for the two terms inEq. (17), Ve� is minimized for,Ahigh(z) / (1 + z)1=2 (22)! m�i;high(z) / (1 + z)�1=2; i=1,2,3; (23)where the fator of proportionality is a funtion of the present day neutrino masses andthe integrals in Eq. (18) and Eq. (21).In our analysis on osmi neutrino absorption later on, these approximationswill help towards a better understanding of the numerial alulations sine theorresponding results agree very well in the respetive regimes.As beomes apparent from the approximations in Eq. (20) and Eq. (23) the MaVaNmasses m�i(z) are dereasing funtions of redshift. Correspondingly, MaVaNs an beregarded as pratially massless in the past whereas in the present epoh they havereahed their maximal mass values m�0;i . In the following we will assume a normalneutrino mass hierarhy and take the mass of the lightest neutrino to bem�0;1 = 10�5 eV; (24)
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Figure 2. In this log-log plot the exat mass-redshift relations m�i(z) are plotted assolid lines. In the low as well as in the high redshift regime they are well approximatedby simple power laws,m�i(z) / (1+z)�1 andm�i(z) / (1+z)�1=2, respetively (dashedand dotted lines). The lightest MaVaN is assumed to have a mass of m�0;1 = 10�5 eVtoday. Consequently, for a normal neutrino mass hierarhy, solar and atmospherimass splittings �x the present time neutrino masses of the heavier neutrinos to bem�0;2 = 8:3� 10�3 eV and m�0;3 = 5:17� 10�2 eV.suh that it is still relativisti today (i.e. m�0;1 � T�0). Aording to the solar andatmospheri neutrino mass splittings the orresponding present time masses of theheavier non-relativisti neutrinos are �xed to be (see e.g. [66℄)m�0;2 = 8:30� 10�3 eV� T�0; (25)m�0;3 = 5:17� 10�2 eV� T�0: (26)Figure 2 shows that the exat mass-redshift relations m�i(z), i = 1; 2; 3, as numeriallydetermined from Eq. (17) in ombination with Eq. (14), are very well approximated inthe low as well as in the high redshift regime by simple power laws stated in Eq. (20)and in Eq. (23), respetively. These results have to be ontrasted with the standardtime-independent neutrino masses m�0;i for i = 1; 2; 3.Let us summarize the essential features of the presented viable MaVaN model whihwill enter the analysis on reli neutrino absorption later on. Firstly, the lightest neutrinois required to be still moderately relativisti today (m�0;1 � T�0 = 1:69 � 10�4 eV) andtherefore �xes the neutrino mass sale to be low. Seondly, the spei� mass-redshift



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 13evolution m�i(z) is determined by the model dependent quadrati form of the potentialV0 � A2 in Eq. (10) whih enters Eq. (16). The masses behave like / (1 + z)�1 and/ (1 + z)�1=2 in the low and in the high redshift regime, respetively (f. Eq. (20) andEq. (23)). However, the generially important feature (of any standard MaVaN model)is that the MaVaN masses m�i(z) are dereasing funtions of redshift whih is easilyahieved within the framework of the seesaw mehanism (see above). As will turn outin our investigation later on, for dereasing m�i(z) the results do not strongly dependenton the atual funtional dependene m�i(z). Note that the harateristi di�erenes inthe absorption features of MaVaNs with respet to onstant mass neutrinos (f. Se.4and Se.5) are independent of the supersymmetrization of the MaVaN senario.3. Damping of Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos TravelingThrough the Cosmi Neutrino BakgroundDue to the feebleness of the weak interation osmi neutrinos an propagateosmologial distanes through the osmi mirowave and neutrino bakground (CMBand C�B) without a signi�ant probability of interating.An interesting exeption arises under the assumption that EHEC�'s with energiesof order Eres0;i = M2Z=2m�i = 4:2 � 1014GeV (0:01eV=m�i) in the rest system of thetarget �� exist, where MZ is the Z mass and m�i the respetive neutrino mass. TheZ resonane in the s hannel for the proess ��� ! X, haraterized by the energyEres0;i , enhanes the ross-setion for the annihilation of suh an EHEC� on a big-bangreli anti-neutrino (and vie versa) by orders of magnitude. As a onsequene, theorresponding interation probability signi�antly inreases with respet to non-resonantsattering. Aordingly, the annihilation proesses would redue the survival probabilityof EHEC�'s traveling through the C�B to us and ould therefore be detetable asabsorption dips in the EHEC� spetra.In this setion we onsider EHEC�'s (on whose plausible soures we will ommentin Se. 5) propagating through a thermal bath of reli neutrinos in the expandinguniverse. Following Ref. [37℄, we disuss the orresponding damping rate of the EHEC�'swhih governs their survival probability (f. Se. 4). Furthermore, we will summarizeommon approximations for the damping whih result from averaging over the neutrinomomenta [36℄ or from ompletely negleting the reli neutrino motion [30,31,33,35℄.The investigation applies to both onstant mass neutrinos as well as to MaVaNs.In the latter ase, the neutrino masses m�i are not onstant but { as disussed in Se. 2{ ompliated funtions of the neutrino densities and thus funtions of z (f. Eq. (17)in ombination with Eq. (14) in Se. 2).For simpliity, throughout this setion we drop the indies i = 1; 2; 3 labeling themass, energy or momentumof the neutrino mass eigenstates, sine the disussion appliesto all three neutrinos likewise (m� orresponds to m�i, E to Ei et.).The ruial quantity whih desribes the attenuation of an ultra-relativisti EHEC�neutrino traversing the C�B is the damping rate ��� . It an be expressed in the following



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 14form{, ���(E) = Z 10 dP2�2 P 2 f��(P; T�) ����(P;E); (27)and is governed by the Z-formation ross-setion ����(P;E) weighted by the momentumdistribution f��(P; T�) of the reli anti-neutrinos, both to be disussed in the following.Here, P denotes the modulus of the reli anti-neutrino momentum, whereas E representsthe EHEC� energy and T� is the C�B temperature. Note that in the expanding universethese quantities, as well as the reli neutrino energy Ep = pP 2 +m2�, are subjet toosmi redshift. They an be expressed in terms of their present day values, labeled bya subsript 0, in the following wayP = P0(1 + z); E = E0(1 + z); T� = T�0(1 + z) and Ep = Ep0(1 + z); (28)where we take the C�B temperature at present to be T�0 = 1:69� 10�4 eV.Let us �rst onsider the momentum distribution of the reli (anti-)neutrinos. Sinethey were ultra-relativisti at the time of deoupling their distribution assumes therelativisti Fermi-Dira form [67℄ both for onstant as well as varying neutrino masses.Negleting the hemial potential of the reli (anti)-neutrinos it is given byf��(P; T�) = f�(P; T�) = 1eP=T� + 1 : (29)Note that P=T� = Pd(1+z)=T�d (1+z) is a non-redshifting quantity where the subsriptd denotes the parameter values at deoupling. Aordingly, the reli (anti-)neutrinosan expand freely, preserving the form of f��(P; T�) in Eq. (29). +In order to express the ross-setion ����(P;E) of the ��� annihilation proess it isonvenient to introdue the parameter � = �2Z=M2Z � 1. It desribes the square of thequotient of the total width for Z deaying to fermion pairs, �Z = 2:4952 GeV [68℄, andthe mass of the Z, MZ = 91:1876 GeV [68℄. Aordingly, ����(P;E) an be written inthe following form [37℄,����(P;E) = GFp2 �ZMZ2E2 1PEP Z s+s� ds s(s� 2m2�)(s�M2Z)2 + �s2 ; (30)where GF = 1:166 37�10�5 GeV�2 is the Fermi oupling onstant and Ep =pP 2 +m2�is the energy of the reli neutrino. Furthermore, s is the square of the enter-of-massenergy of the neutrino-anti-neutrino system. Using pE2 +m2� ' E for an ultra-relativisti EHEC� one arrives at the following expression for s,s = 2m2� + 2E(Ep � P os �); (31){ The formula for the ross-setion as well as the damping rate in Eq. (27) apply likewise if both ofthe interating partiles are replaed by their anti-partiles.+ Stritly speaking, the neutrino distribution is not an equilibrium one, sine more preisely the Fermifator in Eq. (29) reads exp(p(P=T�)2 + (m�(T�d )=T�d)2) [64℄. However, sine T�d � 1 MeV andaordingly m� (Td)Td < 10�6 for m�(Td) < 1 eV, the bulk of the neutrino distribution with PT� > m� (Td)Tdis not a�eted by the strongly suppressed mass orretion (neither in the ase of onstant mass neutrinosnor for MaVaNs) and an thus well be haraterized by an equilibrium temperature T� aording toEq. (29).



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 15where � haraterizes the diretion of the reli anti-neutrino with respet to the line ofight of the inident EHEC� in the enter-of-mass system. Aordingly, for �xed P andE the integration over s orresponds to the angular integration. As a onsequene, thelimits of the integral in Eq. (30) take the values,s� = 2m2� + 2E(Ep � P ); (32)orresponding to os � = �1.Note that, following Ref. [37℄, in Eq. (30) the energy dependene of the Z bosonwidth �(s) in the Z propagator due to higher order orretions [69, 70℄ has been takeninto aount. In the region of the resonane where the s dependene is ruial, �(s) anwell be approximated by the linear relation [69,70℄�(s) = �ZM2Z s =p� sMZ ; where �Z = onst:: (33)The integral in Eq. (30) for the ross-setion an be solved analytially. Sine the MaVaNmass m�(z) is a dereasing funtion of redshift, it has its maximal value today whihorresponds to the mass of a onstant mass neutrino. Aordingly, for both onstantmass neutrinos and MaVaNs one an exploit that m� � Mz; E for all redshifts suhthat one �nally gets the following expression for the ross-setion [37℄�����(P;E) = 2p2GF�ZMZ2EEp � 11 + �+ M2Z4EP (1 + �)2 ln� (1 + �)4E2(Ep + P )2 � 4M2ZE(Ep + P ) +M4Z(1 + �)4E2(Ep � P )2 � 4M2ZE(Ep � P ) +M4Z�+ 1� �(1 + �)2 M3Z4EP�Z �artan�2E(1 + �)(Ep + P )�M2Z�ZMZ �� artan�2E(1 + �)(Ep � P )�M2Z�ZMZ ��� : (34)The alulation of the damping de�ned by Eq. (27) in ombination with Eq. (34)inludes the full thermal bakground e�ets. To allow for a omparison of our �ndingsto published results, in the following, we will summarize two ommon approximationsused in the literature. They result from averaging over the neutrino momenta [36℄ orfrom ompletely negleting the reli neutrino motion [30, 31, 33, 35℄. As will beomeapparent in the next setion, in the neutrino mass range favored by the supersymmetriMaVaN model (f. Se. 2) their appliability is quite limited. However, the assumptionof reli neutrinos at rest will later on remove the thermal distortion of the absorption� The negletion of the neutrino mass in Eq. (34) leads to a spurious singularity in the integrand ofEq. (27) in a region of the reli neutrino momenta where the integral is supposed to be negligible. Thisan be ured by an appropriate limitation of the integration interval.



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 16dips and thus allow a deeper insight into the harateristi features aused by the massvariation m�i(z) desribed in Se. 2.The weaker approximation for ����(P;E) ommonly used in the literature is obtainedby approximating the mean value theorem. The fator (s � 2m2�) in the integrandof Eq. (30) takes the role of the weight funtion and is integrated over, whereas theresidual part of the integrand is { as an approximation { evaluated at the midpoint ofthe integration interval �s ' 2EEp = 2EpP 2 +m2�. Aordingly, the ross-setion takesthe following form�����(E;P ) = �����(�s) = 2p2GF�ZMZ �s(�s�M2Z)2 + ��s2 ; (35)with � = �2Z=M2Z . Let us point out again that due to higher order orretions a preisehandling of the Z propagator near the resonane [69,70℄ leads to an energy dependeneof the Z boson width �(�s) (f. Eq. (33)). Note that in earlier work on neutrino-absorption (e.g. [30, 31, 33, 35℄) this orretion has not been made but the lowest order(simple Breit-Wigner) form for the ross-setion �����(E;P ) has been used. We wouldlike to stress that by the averaging proedure, whih leads to the approximation for ����in Eq. (35), part of the angular information gets lost. This results in an underestimationof the thermal spread of the absorption dips [37℄.Let us now ome to the seond, more radial approximation: In earlier work onosmi neutrino absorption (e.g. [33, 35℄) it was assumed that the reli neutrinos areat rest [33,35℄, thereby swithing o� all thermal bakground e�ets. The orrespondingross-setion an be reovered from the full expression in Eq. (30) by taking the limitP ! 0 or from eq. (35) by setting P = 0 suh that �s = s0 = 2Em�. In this ase,the remaining integral over P in Eq. (27) redues to the neutrino number densityn�(z) = n��(z) = n�0(1 + z)3. Aordingly, the damping ��� takes the following form0���(E) = �����(s0) n�(z) = 2p2GF�ZMZ 2Em�4(1 + �)E2m2� � 4M2ZEm� +M4Z n�: (36)As will beome apparent in the next setion, by assuming the neutrinos to be at restone neglets two onspiring e�ets on the damping whih beome more important withdereasing ratio m�=T� [37℄:On the one hand, the full ross-setion ����(P;E) in Eq. (34), whih governs thedamping, depends on Ep =pP 2 +m2�. As a onsequene, the peak of the ross-setionfor a thermal bath of reli anti-neutrinos at Eresi [36℄,Eresi = M2Z2(qP 2i +m2�i � Pi os �) ; (37)atually lies at lower energies than the one of �����(s0) for reli anti-neutrinos at rest: theenergy E0;i redues toEresi = M2Z2m�i : (38)Note that in the ase of MaVaNs the masses m�i are funtions of redshift, m�(z), andtherefore introdue a z dependene into the resonane energies. Thus, they only oinide



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 17with the respetive onstant mass ones for z = 0 and m�(0) = m�0;i . We will disussthe onsequenes for the absorption features in detail in the next setion.As indiated by Eq. (37), the e�et of the reli neutrino momenta P beomessigni�ant for small neutrino masses, aording to Ref. [37℄ for m� � 0:01 eV.Furthermore, �����(s0) overestimates the peak height of the full expression and annotaount for the broadening of ����(P;E) for inreasing reli neutrino momentum P .On the other hand, the thermal distribution of the reli neutrinos whih gives riseto a Fermi momentum smearing of the ross-setion is totally negleted. In the fullexpression the damping ��� results from the integration over all neutrino momenta,where the weight fator P 2f��(P; T�) selets reli neutrino momenta P of the order ofT�. Aordingly, Eq. (36) overestimates the damping eÆieny with respet to the fullexpression de�ned by Eq. (34) and Eq. (27). As we will see in the next setion therealisti desription of neutrino-absorption leads to less well de�ned absorption featuresspread over a larger range of EHEC� energies than in the idealized senario whihneglets any thermal e�ets. These disrepanies inrease with dereasing neutrinomass.4. Survival Probability of Extremely High-Energy Cosmi NeutrinosTraversing the Cosmi Neutrino BakgroundThe relevant quantity to be disussed in this setion is the survival probability P�� ofextremely high-energy osmi neutrinos �� of avor � = e; �; � traveling through theC�B to us. It is governed by the damping rate ��� introdued in the last setion andit determines, folded with the respetive EHEC� soure emissivity distribution L�i , theresulting neutrino spetra to be observed on earth, whih are treated in Se. 5.The main goal of this setion is to work out the harateristi di�erenes in the shapeof the absorption dips in the EHEC� survival probabilities whih arise from onsideringthe neutrino masses to be dynamial quantities m�i(z) instead of onstant parameters.After presenting our results and pointing out the generi di�erenes, we will have aloser look at the MaVaN absorption features. As motivated in the last setion, forthe purpose of gaining more physial insight, we will disentangle the di�erent inueneswhih de�ne their shape. First of all, we will study the impat of the mass variationm�i(z) as well as of the osmi redshift aused by the expansion of the universe. To thisend, we will initially swith o� any thermal bakground e�ets by assuming the relineutrinos to be at rest and ompare the results for MaVaNs to those of onstant massneutrinos.Nonetheless, we would like to stress again that due to the low neutrino mass salerequired in the MaVaN model under onsideration (f. Se. 2) only the full treatmentof the bakground e�ets an serve as a test for Neutrino Dark Energy.In our alulation we make the standard simplifying assumption that the EHEC�soure swithed on at a distint redshift zs in the past. As onerns plausible EHEC�soures, in the following we would like to mention the most relevant lasses as well as



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 18the orresponding typial EHEC� emission redshifts zs.As a �rst possibility, EHEC� are assumed to originate from pion deays, wherethe latter either are produed in inelasti pp or p interations. Those astrophysialaeleration sites (bottom-up mehanism), notably ative galati nulei (AGN) andgamma-ray bursters, have soure positions zs of a few (e.g. [38, 71℄). The onjeturedenergies of osmi neutrinos produed by these astrophysial aeleration sites in thease of shok aeleration are Emax <� 1011 � 1012 GeV [38, 71℄. However, even higherenergies are possible in proposed non-shok aeleration mehanisms, suh as unipolarindution, aeleration in strong magneti waves in plasmas (wake�elds) [72℄, or bymagneti reombination in the viinity of massive blak holes [73, 74℄ (see [71℄ for areent review).As a seond possibility, extremely energeti osmi neutrinos with energies above1012 GeV may be generated in the deomposition of so-alled topologial defets (top-down senarios) into their onstituent partiles. Topologial defets are predited tooriginate from symmetry breaking phase transitions immediately after (hybrid) ination(see [75℄ for a reent review). In partiular, osmi string formation is highly generiin Supersymmetri Grand Uni�ed Theories (SUSY GUTs) (see [76℄ and referenestherein). Those topologial defets produe super-heavy quanta generially denotedas X partiles (often heavy Higgs or gauge bosons) with masses mX � 1012 � 1016GeV. Those X partiles rapidly deay into stable Standard Model (SM) partiles, alsoreleasing extremely energeti neutrinos [39, 77℄ with energies up to � 0:5mX [78℄. Forthose exoti, non-aelerator soures, zs an be as high as the epoh of light neutrinodeoupling, zs � O(1010) [32℄.In our analysis we take resonant Z-prodution aused by the interation with theC�B as the only soure of attenuation of the propagating EHEC�. This approximationis well justi�ed in the energy regions of the absorption dips whih we are fousing on inour investigation [35℄. Aordingly, the survival probability of an extremely high-energyosmi neutrino �i with i = 1; 2; 3 injeted at redshift zs is given by,P�i(E0; zs) = exp ��Z zs0 dzH(z)(1 + z)���(E0(1 + z))� ; i = 1; 2; 3; (39)where the integral in the exponential, whih governs the survival probability, is alled theoptial depth (or the opaity). It ontains the produt of the propagation distane dr =dz=[(1 + z)H(z)℄ and the damping rate ��� (E) de�ned in Eq. (27) with E = E0 (1 + z),whih is integrated over all redshifts from the present time up to the emission redshiftzs. Moreover, in a universe with negligible radiation omponent the evolving Hubblefator is given byH(z) = H0(
M(1 + z)3 + 
k(1 + z)2 + 
�)1=2: (40)As suggested by reent observations [68℄, we take a present day matter density 
M = 0:3,a urvature density 
k = 0 and vauum energy density 
� = 0:7 as orresponds to aLambda Cold Dark Matter (�CDM) universe. Note that this spei� form for H(z) alsoapplies to the MaVaN senario under onsideration: aording to Se. 2, the neutrino
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Figure 3. Flavor survival probability P��, � = e; �; � with all thermal bakgrounde�ets inluded and integrated bak to zs = 5 (left panel) and zs = 20 (right panel),respetively, for a normal neutrino mass hierarhy with m�0;1 = 10�5 eV and varyingneutrino masses (solid lines) as well as onstant neutrino masses (dotted lines).dark energy density 
X redshifts with an equation of state ! � �1 [15℄ and thereforebehaves very muh like a osmologial onstant �, 
X � 
� � onst:.We will express our results for the survival probabilities in terms of the propagatingneutrino avors �� aording to,P�� = Xi jU�ij2P�i ; with (41)i = 1; 2; 3 and � = e; �; �;where the absolute square of the leptoni mixingmatrix elementsU�i relates the neutrinoavor omponents �� to the mass eigenstates �i. Note that sine the mixing matrixelement jUe3j � 1, the absorption dip produed by the heaviest mass eigenstate willnot be visible in the ase of P�e . However, apart from this exeption, the avor survivalprobabilities to be disussed in the following exhibit absorption dips at the respetiveresonane energies of the mass eigenstates �i, for i = 1; 2; 3.Let us begin our analysis by omparing our results for the avor survivalprobabilities de�ned in Eq. (39) and Eq. (41), eah with varying and onstant mass,inluding all thermal bakground e�ets aording to Eq. (27) and Eq. (34). Throughoutthis setion we assume a normal neutrino mass hierarhy, where the masses to take valuesaording to Eq. (24) { Eq. (26) and the mass variation is given in Fig. 2 (f. Se. 2).



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 20For numerial values of jU�ij we take [79,80℄ ℄jU�ij = 0B� 0:84 0:54 0:080:44 0:56 0:720:32 0:63 0:69 1CA : (42)Let us start by onsidering the avor survival probabilities P�� for an emissionredshift of zs = 5 whih are plotted in Fig. 3 on the left hand side. Apparently, both inthe ase of varying and onstant neutrino masses, the absorption features produed bythe lighter two neutrino mass eigenstates are merged together. However, for MaVaNs,the absorption dips produed by the heavier two neutrino mass eigenstates exhibit sharpspikes at the respetive resonane energies Eres0;i = M2Z2m�0;i with i = 2; 3 instead of beingwashed out and distorted to lower energies as in the onstant mass ase. In priniple,by this means, the neutrino masses m�0;i for i = 2; 3 ould be diretly inferred from therespetive spike positions of the MaVaNs dips in the low redshift regime.Altogether, the MaVaN absorption dips are muh deeper and narrower inomparison to the onstant mass features. In addition, the respetiveminimumpositionsare shifted to higher energies by almost an order of magnitude with respet to theorresponding onstant mass dips.As demonstrated by Fig. 3 on the right hand side, for an inreased emission redshiftzs = 20, the absorption features are onsiderably deeper than for zs = 5. In addition,for eah neutrino avor the dips have merged, both in the ase of varying and onstantneutrino mass. As we learned in the last setion, this e�et of the thermal motion hasinreased with z, sine the thermal bath of reli neutrinos was hotter at earlier times.For MaVaNs, the harateristi narrow spikes at the resonane energies Eres0;i withi = 2; 3 are less pronouned than for zs = 5 and also su�er a distortion towardslower energies. Nevertheless, for �� and �� , they remain well distinguishable from therespetive onstant mass dips. As in the ase of zs = 5 the absorption features arelearly shifted to higher energies and exhibit substantially deeper dips.The harateristi absorption features produed by the mass variation an beworked out by separating the di�erent inuenes on the MaVaN absorption dips. Letus for this purpose assume the reli neutrinos to be at rest, in order to eliminate anythermal bakground e�ets on the MaVaN survival probabilities. By doing so, we areleft with the ombined e�ets of the osmi redshift and the mass variation. Let us �rstof all onsider the former e�et whih is present both for MaVaNs as well as for onstantmass neutrinos. It originates in the expansion of the universe and manifests itself inan energy loss of EHEC�'s of energy E aording to E0 = E=(1 + z), where E0 is theEHEC� energy to be measured at earth. Aordingly, the survival probability P�i of anEHEC� is redued, as long as somewhere on its way to us (zs � z � 0) it has the right℄ Apparently, unitarity is not exatly ful�lled for the best �t values in Eq. (42). This leads to a smallshift in the avor survival probabilities P�� , whih we have ompensated for in Fig.3 { Fig.5 in suh away that P�� = 1 outside the energy regions of the absorption dips produed by the mass eigenstatesm�i .
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Figure 4. Approximated avor survival probability for P�� , � = e; �; � , whih assumesthe target reli-neutrinos to be at rest, P = 0, after an integration bak to zs = 5, fora normal neutrino mass hierarhy with m�0;1 = 10�5 eV and varying neutrino masses(solid lines) as well as onstant neutrino masses (dotted lines) plotted as a funtion oftheir energy E0 at earth.amount of energy,Eres0;i(1 + zs) � E0 � Eres0;i ; (43)to annihilate resonantly with a reli anti-neutrino (whereas for all other energies theC�B is transparent for the EHEC� suh that P�� = 1). As a onsequene, the e�et ofosmi redshift is observable in a broadening of the EHEC� absorption dips.Let us stress that in addition to this osmologial e�et in the ase of MaVaNs, thevariation of the neutrino masses m�i(z) auses a redshift dependene of the respetiveresonane energies Eresi (z) as already mentioned in the last setion. To be more onrete,the masses m�i(z) at redshift z determine the orresponding resonane energies to beEresi (z) = M2Z=2m�i(z) in the rest system of the reli neutrinos whih only oinide withEres0;i = M2Z=2m�0;i for z = 0.In Fig. 4 we plot the respetive survival probabilities of the neutrino avors withvarying and onstant masses, negleting the reli neutrino momenta and integratingbak to zs = 5. As expeted from the disussion in the last setion, the thermal spreadof the absorption features provoked by the reli neutrino motion is removed suh thatthe dips do not merge. Instead, for onstant mass neutrinos, the absorption features inFig. 4 are only subjet to the broadening aused by the osmi redshift and span theenergy interval spei�ed in Eq. (43).



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 22In striking ontrast, the absorption dips produed by the MaVaN mass eigenstatesexhibit sharp minima at the resonane energies Eres0;i = M2Z2m�0;i with i = 1; 2; 3 showing nospread towards lower energies. Thus, interestingly, these MaVaN dips look like those ofonstant mass neutrinos in a non-expanding universe. Atually, it turns out that themass indued redshift dependene of the resonane energies Eresi (z) = M2Z2m�i (z) , i = 1; 2; 3,ompensates for the energy loss of the EHEC� due to osmi redshift in the limit of lowredshifts. This an be understood by remembering that the approximation in Eq. (20)gives a good estimate for the redshift dependene of the neutrino masses m�i(z) in thelow redshift regime (f. Fig. 2). In this limit one arrives at the following funtionaldependene of the resonane energies on z,Eresi (z) = M2Z2m�i(z) = Eres0;i (1 + z): (44)In turn, the resonane energy Eresi (z) = Eres0;i (1 + z) of an EHEC� at redshift zorresponds to the redshifted energy measured at earth,Eresi (z)(1 + z) = Eres0;i ; with i = 2; 3; (45)Aordingly, the annihilation of an EHEC� on the C�B at any given redshift zs � z � 0always leads to an absorption peak at Eres0;i . In other words, in this approximationthe square of the enter-of-mass energy, s0;i = 2m�i(z)E0(1 + z) = 2m�0;iE0, i =1; 2; 3, beomes redshift independent. Correspondingly, the undistorted shape of theannihilation ross-setion �����(s0;i) (weighted with the neutrino density per unit redshiftand integrated over z) gets projeted on the sky.Note that even for higher redshifts the appropriate mass-redshift approximationfrom Eq. (23) leads to the following redshift dependene of Eresi (z),Eresi (z) = M2Z2m�i(z) / (1 + z)1=2 with i = 1; 2; 3: (46)Apparently, the neutrino mass variation still partially ounterbalanes the e�et of theosmi redshift at high redshifts.In summary, all of the respetive MaVaN absorption lines an be distinguished fromthose of onstant mass neutrinos, sine the redshift distortion is muh less pronounedin any ase. We would like to point out that this is a generi feature of any standardMaVaN senario where the neutrino mass is a dereasing funtion of redshift.We are now in a position to omplete the interpretation of the MaVaN featuresin Fig. 3 whih result from ombining all e�ets on the absorption features inludingthe thermal ones. As already mentioned in the last setion, the Fermi-weight fatorP 2f��(P; T ) entering the damping integral in Eq. (27) selets momenta P of the orderof the C�B temperature T�(z). Aordingly, the ratio m�i=T�(z) is a measure for therelevane of the mass and its probable evolution with respet to the temperature e�ets.Let us in the following disuss the absorption features whih are ompletely determinedby the thermal e�ets. In these ases the absorption lines were produed by relativistineutrinos, sine m�i(z)=T�(z) � 1. Firstly, for �e the absorption lines of MaVaNs and



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 23onstant mass neutrinos are similar (f. Fig. 3). This an be understood by reallingthat �e is mostly omposed of the lightest mass eigenstate for whih mass e�ets neithertoday nor in the past have played any role, sine (m�0;1=T�0 � 1). Seondly, as opposedto the ase of zs = 5, the MaVaN absorption features for zs = 20 are distorted to muhlower energies (f. Fig. 3). In addition, for MaVaNs, the low energy ends of the dips for�� and �� have the same shape as the one of �e. The reason is, that the absorption linesin this energy region stem from absorptions at high z < zs (as indiated by Eq. (43)in absene of any thermal e�ets), where all neutrino masses still were negligible withrespet to the temperature. As a onsequene, they are learly distinguishable fromthe orresponding ones of onstant mass neutrinos, whih apparently are already non-relativisti in the same energy region. This is due to the fat that while the temperaturerises with inreasing z, only the MaVaN massesm�i(z) evolve and beome lighter. Thus,MaVaNs generially turn non-relativisti muh later than onstant mass neutrinos. Atenergies above this transition from the non-relativisti to the relativisti regime, thevariation of the heavier two neutrino masses is not washed out by the temperaturee�ets. Therefore, it leads to sharp and thus deep absorption minima at the respetiveresonane energies aording to Eq. (45) (f. Fig. 3), without and with transition of theregimes, respetively).As a onlusion we have learned that the harateristi e�ets of the neutrino massvariations in the ase of the heavier two MaVaNs beome apparent in the higher energyregions of the absorption dips, where the MaVaNs are still non-relativisti. However, alsothe low energy end of the absorption dips di�ers as long as the MaVaNs are relativistiand the onstant mass neutrinos have already turned non-relativisti.The next setion will deal with realisti neutrino uxes to be measured by neutrinoobservatories. In general, a avor tagging at extremely high energies seems unlikelyapart from exeptions (e.g. for partiular avors), whereas all observatories will besensitive to the avor summed EHEC� uxes PF�� with � = e; �; � . Aordingly, wewill base our �nal disussion on the totalized uxesPF��. In addition, we will inludeour results for the �� whose identi�ation will at best be feasible by the LOFAR radiotelesope [81℄. For this purpose, for emission redshifts zs = 5, zs = 20 and zs = 50in Fig. 5 we ollet both the resulting normalized sum of the survival probabilities,13PP�i whih governs the PF�� as well as the respetive P�� . Note that emissionredshifts of zs = 50 (and muh higher) will ontribute to the EHEC� uxes whih resultfrom the deomposition of super-heavy partiles produed by topologial defets (top-down soures). Apparently, also for emission redshifts of this order, the harateristidi�erenes between the respetive absorption features of varying and onstant massneutrinos, whih we have disussed above, are still visible. Furthermore, the absorptiondips get onsiderably deeper with inreasing emission redshift zs.
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Figure 5. The normalized sum of the survival probabilities, 13PP�i , and the avorsurvival probability P�� , respetively, inluding all thermal bakground e�ets, for anormal neutrino mass hierarhy with m�0;1 = 10�5 eV and varying neutrino masses(solid lines) as well as onstant neutrino masses (dotted lines) plotted as a funtion oftheir energy E0 at earth for zs = 5, zs = 20 and zs = 50.5. Absorption Dips in Realisti EHEC� Spetra { Test of Neutrino DarkEnergy?So far, in our analysis we have onentrated on the determination and the omparisonof the survival probabilities P�� of mass varying and onstant mass EHEC�'s traversingthe C�B, where the P�� ontain the physial information on the annihilation proess����� ! Z. In the following we will outline how our results an be employed to performreli neutrino absorption spetrosopy and to what extend the latter an serve as a testfor the MaVaN senario. For this purpose, we will �rstly onsider astrophysial EHEC�aeleration sites and, seondly, topologial defet soures both introdued in the lastsetion. In the latter ase, we will not approximate the EHEC� injetion spetrum by astandard power-law, but go through the appropriate alulation involving fragmentationfuntions as disussed below.As a starting point, we require both the detetion of EHEC� uxes in the energyregion of interest as well as the observation of absorption lines in these spetra. TheEHEC� ux F��(E0) for a neutrino of avor � = e; �; � to be measured at earth is given



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 25by [35℄F��(E0) = 14� 1Z0 dzsH(zs) �X�;j jU�jj2P�j (E0 (1 + zs); zs) jU�jj2L�� (E0 (1 + zs); zs): (47)The ux integral is governed by the survival probability P�j de�ned in Eq. (39) weightedby the EHEC� soure emissivity distribution L�� , whih depends on the properties ofthe soure as desribed in the following. On the one hand, the di�use soure emissivityL�� (E0 (1 + z); zs) takes into aount the distribution of the soures in the universe(the ativity �) and on the other hand it onsiders the number of neutrinos of avor� = e; �; � emitted by eah of the soures (the injetion spetrum J�� ). Under thestandard assumption of idential injetion spetra for all soures, one an fatorize thez and E dependene,L�� (zs; E) = �(zs)J�� (E); with E = E0(1 + zs): (48)As already stated in the last setion, a avor tagging at extremely high-energiesannot be expeted at all neutrino observatories. However, we an hope for theidenti�ation of the �� absorption lines at LOFAR [81℄, whih we will therefore onsideraording to Eq. (47). Furthermore, in our analysis, we will onsider the total ux ofall neutrino avors PF�� whih an well be approximated by [35℄,XF��(E0) ' 14� 1Z0 dzsH(zs) 13Ltot� (E0 (1 + zs); zs) 3Xj=1 P�j (E0 (1 + zs); zs); (49)where Ltot� denotes the total, avor-summed neutrino emissivity at the soure and theformula holds as long as L�� + L�� = 2L�e . The latter is ful�lled for hadroni soureslike astrophysial aelerator bottom-up soures or non-aelerator top-down soures,sine in both ases the neutrinos emerge from harged pion deays suh thatL�e : L�� : L�� = 1 : 2 : 0: (50)However, Eq. (49) also holds in the ase of equal avor soure emissivities,L�e : L�� : L�� = 1 : 1 : 1; (51)as ould arise in the deays of topologial defets not diretly oupled to matter (e.g.mirror-matter `neklaes') [82,83℄.Note that the dependene on the leptoni mixing matri elements jU�jj, present inEq. (47), has dropped out in the expression for PF�� in Eq. (49) due to unitarity.In the next subsetion we start our investigation by onsidering astrophysial(bottom-up) EHEC� soures. In the subsequent subsetion we ontinue our analysisfor the ase of topologial defet (top-down) EHEC� soures.5.1. Astrophysial neutrino souresIn the following we will disuss EHEC� uxes whih are assumed to originate fromastrophysial EHEC� soures. In order to parameterize their soure emissivity
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Figure 6. Projeted sensitivity of LOFAR [48℄ expressed in terms of the di�useneutrino ux per avor, orresponding to one event per energy deade and indiatedduration, together with E20F with F =PF�� +PF��� (left olumn) and E20F� withF� = F�� + F��� (right olumn) for varying (solid lines) and onstant (dashed lines)neutrino masses and for zmax = 20, assuming a normal neutrino mass hierarhy withm�0;1 = 10�5 eV, n = 4 and � = 2 as well as Emax = 4� 1016 GeV.distribution L�� we employ the following standard ansatz (e.g. [35, 84, 85℄) inombination with Eq. (48),�(zs) = �0(1 + zs)n�(zs � zmin)�(zmax � zs); (52)J�� (E) = j��E���(E � Emin)�(Emax � E): (53)Throughout our analysis, we will take zmin = 0 and Emin = 0 as default values andsuppose that Emax > Eres0;i (1 + zmax) for i = 2; 3. Furthermore, we will not examine thepossibility of broken power-law injetion spetra, but assume the spetral index � to beonstant in the whole energy region of interest.For the purpose of illustrating our results, we onsider Eq. (52) and Eq. (53) forn = 4 and � = 2 as often used in the literature to mimi astrophysial soures andtake Emax = 4 � 1016 GeV. As in the last setions, we assume a normal neutrino masshierarhy aording to Eq. (24) { Eq. (26) and for the MaVaNs a neutrino mass variationaording to Fig. 2. We present our results in Fig. 6, on the left hand side we plot theEHEC� energy squared times the avor summed ux E20F with F = PF�� +PF���aording to Eq. (49) and on the right hand side E20F� with F� = F�� + F��� as de�nedin Eq. (47). In Fig. 6 we plot our results both for varying (solid lines) and onstant(dotted lines) neutrino masses for zmax = 20, together with the projeted sensitivity ofLOFAR [48℄ to be in operation by 2008 expressed in terms of di�use uxes per neutrinoavor, respetively.In our alulation we have assumed the EHEC� ux to be lose to the so-alledasade limit [86, 87℄. It applies to soures where the neutrinos emerge from pion



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 27deays or even from eletroweak jets [88℄ and are thus aompanied by photons andeletrons whih esape the soure. Consequently, the measurements of di�use gamma-ray uxes, whih are of the same origin but have asaded down in energy during thepropagation through the universe, restrit the neutrino ux to lie below the asadelimit. Apparently, the predited sensitivity of LOFAR [48℄, orresponding to one eventper neutrino avor per energy deade, lies below the asade limit by several ordersof magnitude. Aordingly, at best 3500 neutrinos (plus anti-neutrinos) in the energyinterval 1012 � 1013 GeV an be expeted to be deteted by the radio telesope.The large event numbers N result in tiny error bars (� = p3N=3N). In a blow-up of the absorption features in Fig. 7, we have adjusted them to the urves with noabsorption for emission redshifts zmax = 20, zmax = 10 and zmax = 5 from top to bottom.Thereby, we have assumed a onservative and therefore rather poor energy resolutionorresponding to one energy bin per energy deade, whereas at best LOFAR is preditedto ahieve an energy resolution of �E=E � 30% [81℄. The latter would orrespond to� 4 energy bins per energy deade. Apparently, the dips beome onsiderably deeperwith inreasing zmax. Despite the underlying low neutrino mass sale, both for varyingand onstant neutrino masses, LOFAR an be expeted to produe signi�ant evidenefor absorption dips in the EHEC� spetra for emission redshifts zmax = 20 and zmax = 10{ even for a bad energy resolution. In the ase of zmax = 5, in the interval 1014 � 1015GeV, the onsiderably higher dip depth for MaVaNs leads to a more than 5� deviationfrom the urve with no absorption whereas for onstant mass neutrinos the departure isnot signi�ant (both for the avor summed ux F and for F�). Even if the underlyingEHEC� uxes are muh lower, at least for EHEC� soures at zmax = 20, a detetion ofabsorption features produed by varying, light neutrino masses ould well be feasible.Correspondingly, if suh EHEC� uxes of astrophysial origin exist, the most diretdetetion of the C�B so far seems to be in reah within the next deade. From theexperimental point of view, the prospets are even better for senarios with time varyingneutrino masses, whih in general produe deeper absorption dips in the regime ofastrophysial emission redshifts.Let us now turn in more detail to the prospets of probing senarios of NeutrinoDark Energy by identifying the harateristi absorption signatures of a possibleneutrino mass evolution. Sine the EHEC� uxes are governed by the respetive survivalprobabilities disussed in the last setion, the harateristi di�erenes in the absorptionfeatures for varying instead of onstant neutrino masses are maintained. Namely, forMaVaNs one observes a lear shift of the dips to higher energies as well as onsiderablydeeper absorption minima with respet to onstant mass neutrinos. Aordingly, givena deent energy resolution of �E=E � 30% [81℄ for LOFAR, reli neutrino absorptionspetrosopy ould serve as a test for the nature of neutrino masses and therefore forNeutrino Dark Energy. However, ertainly, the feasibility strongly depends on the energyresolution ahieved by the EHEC� observatory.
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Figure 7. The energy squared times the avor summed neutrino ux E20F withF = PF�� +PF��� (left olumn) and E20F� with F� = F�� + F��� (right olumn)for varying (solid lines) and onstant (dotted lines) neutrino masses for zmax = 20,zmax = 10 and zmax = 5 from top to bottom, respetively. All urves assume anormal neutrino mass hierarhy with m�0;1 = 10�5 eV, n = 4 and � = 2 as well asEmax = 4� 1016 GeV.



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 295.2. Topologial defet neutrino souresIn the following we will disuss neutrino uxes expeted to result from exoti top-down EHEC� soures like topologial defets. As already mentioned, EHEC�'s mightbe produed among other Standard Model partiles in the deays of super-heavy Xquanta whih onstitute the topologial defets. Aordingly, the orresponding EHEC�injetion spetra J in Eq. (48) are fragmentation funtions whih an reliably bepredited by the help of Monte Carlo generators [89, 90℄ or via the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution [91{93℄ from experimentally determinedinitial distributions at a sale MZ to the ones at mX . The orresponding injetion rate(the ativity � in Eq. (48)), whih in partiular determines the overall normalization ofthe neutrino ux, in terms of osmi time t is given by,�nX�t = Q0mX � tt0��4+p ; (54)where Q0 is the energy emitted per unit volume per unit time at present and p isa dimensionless onstant. Both Q0 and p depend on the spei� topologial defetsenario [77℄. In our analysis, we alulate the absorption features in the EHEC�spetra for topologial defet soures by the help of fragmentation funtions as wellas by Eq. (54) aording to Eq. (48).yyIn the following, we will illustrate the prospets for performing reli neutrinoabsorption spetrosopy for top-down soures onsidering as example superondutingstrings whose evolution is haraterized by p = 0 in Eq. (54). Note that in the energyregion of the absorption dips the Standard Model and SUSY fragmentation funtions(whih we have taken from [92℄) have pratially the same shape. Aordingly, all ourresults on reli neutrino absorption are independent of the supersymmetrization of theMaVaN senario (f. Se. 2).In Fig. 8 we plot the expeted absorption features for varying (dashed lines) andonstant (dotted lines) neutrino masses as de�ned in Eq. (24)-Eq. (26), where for theMaVaNs we assume a mass variation aording to Fig.2. Again, we present our resultsfor the energy squared times the avor summed ux E20F aording to Eq. (49) in theleft olumn of Fig. 8 and E20F� as de�ned in Eq. (47) in the right olumn of Fig. 8. Asin the ase of astrophysial soures, in the �rst panel of eah olumn we have plottedthe projeted sensitivities of ANITA and LOFAR as well as the predited EHEC� uxfor mX = 1016 GeV with and without absorption (where the latter by design srathesthe asade limit). In the seond panel of Fig. 8, we again show a blow-up of theabsorption features. Apparently, with respet to the astrophysial soures (f. Fig. 7),the dips are broader by almost an order of magnitude in energy. This is due to thefat that the onstituents of topologial defets have started to deay and therefore torelease neutrinos at z � 1. As a further onsequene, the dips for top-down soures areyy In the literature on absorption dips so far the injetion spetra of top-down soures had beenapproximated by Eq. (52) and Eq. (53). Cf. e.g. Refs. [35, 37℄ for the appropriate values for nand �.
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Figure 8. The energy squared times the neutrino ux E20F with F =PF�� +PF���(left olumn) and E20F� with F� = F�� +F��� (right olumn) for varying (dashed lines)and onstant (dotted lines) neutrino masses expeted from the deomposition of asuperonduting string with p = 0 and mX = 1016 GeV, in the �rst panel togetherwith the projeted sensitivities for ANITA [42℄ and LOFAR [48℄, whih orrespond toone event per avor, energy deade and indiated duration, respetively.muh deeper than for bottom-up soures, sine the survival probability of a neutrinotraveling to us is muh lower (as disussed in the last setion and as illustrated bythe omparison of the avor summed survival probability for zs = 50 and zs = 20 inFig. 5). Consequently, both of these features failitate a detetion of the absorption dipsin the EHEC� spetra. Aordingly, top-down soures with the same underlying uxesas astrophysial soures are even better suited to provide evidene for the existene ofthe C�B. By this means valuable information on the topologial defet senario, onosmologial parameters as well as the neutrino mass sale ould be gained both forvarying and onstant neutrino masses. Furthermore, for the �rst time in osmi partilephysis, the GUT energy sale O(mX) � 1016 GeV ould be probed.



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 31In the seond panel of Fig. 8, we have also inluded the expeted error bars, againassuming one energy bin per energy deade, both for the MaVaN and onstant massneutrino absorption lines. Clearly, the disrepany between the two urves is larger forE20F� than for E20F , whereby in ontrast to EHEC�'s of astrophysial origin, onstantneutrino masses produe somewhat deeper dips than time dependent masses. Thesefeatures an be understood by realizing that �� is dominantly omposed of the heaviestmass eigenstate m�3, whereas E20F by de�nition gets equal ontributions from all masseigenstates. Furthermore, for onstant mass neutrinos, m�3 is the only mass eigenstatefor whih the ratio m�3=T�(z) � (1+z) � 1 up to z � 1000. In other words, it produesmuh deeper absorption dips than the lighter mass eigenstates (even when integratingbak to z � 1) and their harateristi shape is not dominated by the temperaturee�ets (f. the disussion in the last setion). In ontrast, for MaVaNs, the ratiom�i(z)=T�(z) with i = 1; 2; 3 for all mass eigenstates drops muh faster with inreasingz and takes values m�i(z)=T�(z)� 1 for z � 1. As a result, the low energy end of thedip (whih orresponds to higher annihilation redshifts z) has the same shape both forall MaVaN mass eigenstates and the lighter two onstant ones and is totally determinedby the thermal bakground e�ets.In summary, promisingly, a resolution of absorption features for either massbehavior seems to be possible both for ANITA and for LOFAR. Yet, a di�erentiation ofthe MaVaN and onstant mass neutrino absorption features seems only feasible, if tauavor tagging and a good energy resolution are ahieved.6. Summary and ConlusionsIn light of the number of extremely high-energy neutrino (EHEC�) observatories inoperation and under onstrution with a ombined sensitivity ranging up to 1017 GeV,the prospets for establishing the existene of EHEC� uxes appear to be very promising.As a next step, the exiting possibility opens up to trae the annihilation of EHEC�'sand reli anti-neutrinos (and vie versa) into Z bosons by loalizing absorption dipsin the EHEC� spetra at energies set by the neutrino masses. On the one hand, theirdetetion ould furnish the most diret evidene for the C�B so far and thereby on�rmstandard osmology bak to the time of light neutrino deoupling. On the other hand,the shape of the absorption lines ould reveal a variation of neutrino masses with timeand thus verify the interpretation of the C�B as soure of Neutrino Dark Energy.We therefore onsidered a viable Mass Varying Neutrino (MaVaN) model with thefollowing features entering our analysis on reli neutrino absorption. By the requirementthat the lightest neutrino still has to be moderately relativisti today the neutrinomass sale is set to be low, whih leads to very onservative preditions. Furthermore,the evolving neutrino masses m�i(z), whih we determined numerially as funtions ofredshift assuming m�0;1 = 10�5 eV, turned out to be well approximated by simple powerlaws (1 + z)�1 and (1 + z)�1=2 in the low and in the high redshift regime, respetively.Aordingly, as a generially important feature, they are dereasing funtions of redshift



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 32as in all standard MaVaN senarios.In order to provide all tehnial tools to interpret EHEC� absorption dips for a giveninjetion spetrum and to extrat valuable information on neutrino physis, osmologyand possibly physis beyond the Standard Model, we proeeded in the following way.We onsidered in parallel the neutrino masses to be funtions of osmi time as well asto be onstants. In our analysis we took into aount the full thermal bakground e�etswhih result from the reli neutrino motion aording to their phase spae distribution.In order to ompare our results to the literature, we inluded in our disussion ommonapproximations [33, 35, 36℄ whih neglet part or all of the dependene of the dampingon the reli neutrino momenta.On the level of the survival probabilities whih govern the EHEC� uxes, wefound the following results: For low emission redshifts (z � O(5)), the absorption dipsprodued by the varying neutrino masses m�i(z) for i = 2; 3 exhibit narrow absorptionminima, whih do not su�er a distortion to lower energies as the orresponding dipsof onstant mass neutrinos. As a onsequene, for MaVaNs, the absorption dips ofthe avor omponents �� and �� (whih are mostly omposed of the heavier two masseigenstates) are learly deeper and shifted to higher energies by almost an order ofmagnitude with respet to the orresponding onstant mass minima. For an inreasedemission redshift z� 5, these features beome somewhat less pronouned but essentiallyprevail. A better understanding of the harateristi signatures aused by the massevolution was obtained by swithing o� the superposing thermal wash-out aused bythe reli neutrino motion. After negleting the reli neutrino momenta for this purpose,we found that the ruial deviations result from the dependene of the orrespondingresonane energies on the neutrino masses Eresi � 1=m�i for i = 1; 2; 3. In the ase ofMaVaNs, the mass variation m�i(z) indues a dependene on the annihilation redshift zaording to Eresi (z) � Eres0;i (1 + z) for all neutrino speies i = 1; 2; 3 in the low redshiftregime. Aordingly, this z dependene of the resonane energies ompensates for theenergy loss of the EHEC� due to osmi redshift proportional to (1 + z)�1, resultingin narrow absorption spikes at onstant energies Eresi (z)=(1 + z) = Eres0;i (like one wouldexpet for onstant neutrino masses in a non-expanding universe). In ontrast, foronstant neutrino masses m�i = m�0;i the absorption dips are broadened, sine theredshifted resonane energies to be measured on earth are given by Eresi =(1 + z) =Eres0;i =(1+z), for z taking values between 0 and the EHEC� emission redshift. Sine in thestandard MaVaN senario the neutrino masses are dereasing funtions of redshift, theygenerially redue the e�et of osmi redshift on the EHEC� survival probabilities. Asa result, they always produe deeper absorption minima, whih, in addition, are shiftedto higher energies in omparison to the dips aused by onstant neutrino masses.In order to illustrate the disovery potential for absorption dips in the EHEC�spetra to be observed at earth and to estimate the prospets of testing senariosof Neutrino Dark Energy, we onsidered plausible EHEC� uxes originating fromastrophysial aeleration sites or from topologial defet soures. We presented ourresults both for the energy squared times the avor summed EHEC� ux E20F with



Probing Neutrino Dark Energy with Extremely High-Energy Cosmi Neutrinos 33F = PF�� + PF��� and for E20F� with F� = F�� + F��� , where the latter an atbest be identi�ed by LOFAR [81℄. Despite the adopted low neutrino mass sale, wefound both for varying and onstant neutrino masses that for topologial defet and forastrophysial EHEC� soures at zmax > 5, LOFAR and ANITA promise a statistiallysigni�ant evidene for absorption dips (even if the underlying uxes are well below theasade limit). Aordingly, the most diret detetion of the C�B so far seems to be inreah within the next deade.Furthermore, the ux dips of varying and onstant mass EHEC�'s expetedfrom astrophysial soures retain the harateristi di�erenes indued by the survivalprobabilities. Besides being learly shifted to higher energies, the MaVaN dips aredeeper and therefore even failitate a resolution of absorption features in the EHEC�spetra in omparison to onstant mass neutrinos both in the ase of E20F and of E20F� .As a main result of our analysis, these deviations of the MaVaN and onstant massabsorption urves for astrophysial soures turned out to be statistially signi�ant, yet adeent energy resolution seems neessary for their detetion. Given an energy resolutionof �E=E � 30% as at best ahievable for LOFAR [81℄, reli neutrino absorptionspetrosopy ould reveal a variation of neutrino masses and therefore possibly thenature of Dark Energy.As onerns topologial defet soures, the absorption lines in the EHEC� uxesfor time dependent and onstant neutrino masses altogether are more similar in shape,however, somewhat deeper for onstant neutrino masses. Furthermore, they extendto muh lower energies than for astrophysial EHEC� soures and their minima areonsiderably deeper. All of these features are a result of the muh higher annihilationredshifts zs � 1 possible for EHEC�'s originating from the deomposition of topologialdefets in omparison to EHEC�'s from astrophysial aeleration sites. At highredshifts, the EHEC�'s are absorbed by a hotter bath of reli neutrinos. Consequently,in the energy region spanned by the absorption dips where m�i=T� � 1, thermalbakground e�ets wash out any features produed by the neutrino mass or its possiblevariation. Sine the MaVaN masses are dereasing funtions of redshift, they reahthis limit for muh smaller redshifts than the orresponding onstant masses. Only themass of the heaviest onstant mass eigenstate is suÆiently large, m�3=T�(z)� 1, in therelevant energy region, leading to a deeper absorption urve than the one produed by allof the other MaVaN and onstant mass eigenstates. Sine �� is mostly omposed of theheaviest mass eigenstate, F� exhibits deeper onstant mass dips than F . Aordingly,for F� the signatures of varying neutrino masses an more easily be distinguished fromthose of onstant masses than in the ase of F . However, in order to reveal a neutrinomass variation, it seems neessary both to identify the tau neutrino avor and to havea good energy resolution.Reently, the authors of Ref. [17℄ laimed that ertain onstraints on thefundamental salar aeleron potential V0(A) (f. Se. 2) an also lead to MaVaNmodelsstable against the growth of inhomogeneities [16℄ even in the highly non-relativistiregime. Aordingly, one ould onstrut other MaVaN models than the one under
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